Biometrics and Privacy Rights

Class Lecture followed by a Q & A session

**When:** Friday, October 24 12:00 pm

**Where:** Macquarrie Hall, Room 520

**Who:** Open to all

For more information, please contact Mary Juno
mary.juno@sjsu.edu

sjsu.edu/justicestudies

eff.org/about/staff/jennifer-lynch

Jennifer Lynch is a Senior Staff Attorney with the Electronic Frontier Foundation and works on open government, transparency and privacy issues in new technologies as part of EFF’s Transparency Project. She has written an influential white paper on biometric data collection in immigrant communities and has testified about facial recognition and its Fourth Amendment implications before the Senate Subcommittee on Privacy, Technology and the Law. In Jennifer’s transparency work, she successfully sued the FBI to obtain new and revealing information about its Next Generation Identification face recognition program. She earned both her undergraduate and law degrees from UC Berkeley. She has published academically on identity theft and phishing attacks (20 Berkeley Tech. L.J. 259) and sovereign immunity in civil rights cases (62 Fla. L. Rev. 203) and has been interviewed by major and technical news media, including 60 Minutes, NPR, the Wall Street Journal, the New York Times, the Washington Post, CNet, Nova, Scientific American, and Ars Technica.
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